SCOPE OF WORK: BROCK CLASSROOM BRANDING + VISUAL EXPERIENCE ITEMS
MACON AND JOAN BROCK CLASSROOM
May 2021

Concrete Monolith:
- Fabricate and install CBF logo and “MACON AND JOAN BROCK CLASSROOM” as shown in drawing using one of two methods (quote for both). For scale, width of concrete monolith is about 15-feet 8.5-inches wide. Letters are about 9.56 inches tall.
  - Install letters and logo as ¼”-thick 316 alloy stainless steel forms. Blind pin mount installation.

CBF Logo:
- Fabricate and install CBF logo to match existing materials and letter to existing signage. 66” x 59.5” blind pin mount installation.

Virginia Beach Schools window logo:
- Design, fabricate and install logo on glass window. Product should ensure long life product given exterior application next to saltwater exposure. Size: 18.5 x 20 1/16
No Smoking signs:
- Design, fabricate, and install (6) non-smoking campus signs. Product should ensure long life product given exterior application next to saltwater exposure.

Steel Beam:
- Fabricate and install CBF logo and “MACON AND JOAN BROCK CLASSROOM” as shown in drawing using one of two methods (quote for both). For scale, letters should measure 23” x 8". ¼”-thick 316 allow stainless steel. Blind pin mount installation on steel beam.

Metal Quote Sign:
- Fabricate and install 36” x 45”-.25” thick painted (Matthews LOW VOC modified acrylic polyurethane) aluminum plaque (blind-stud mounted) with enamel screen-print decoration. To be installed on concrete monolith.

Railing Sign:
- Fabricate and install 37” x12” railing sign with cypress frame (wood provided by owner).
Fabrication requirements to match existing displays in hidden attachment. Clamp to railing without damaging existing structure. Photo in addendum 2.

Informational interior sign:
- Fabricate and install 2 – Clivus restroom signs (reference and review existing signage for consistency in approach (materials, design)).
- Print customer sign to 9.5" x12"
- Frame with gray metal frame and install on French cleat.
MACON AND JOAN BROCK CLASSROOM VISUAL EXPERIENCE
ADDENDUM

Interior plaques:
- Fabricate and install (6) interior art plaques, various sizes. Painted aluminum. Fastened to wall with screws.

Save the Bay:
- Fabricate and install letters and CBF logo as ¼” – thick 316 allow stainless steel forms. Blind stud mounted.

Watershed Map on living wall
- Design, fabricate and install Chesapeake Bay Watershed art sculpture on living bio wall. This will be an interior art installation that is incorporated into a living wall and will be subject to constant moisture, full shop drawings with specifications and details required.
  - Approximate size 7 feet x 5 feet – final size to be coordinate with bio wall design company.
  - Materials to be recommended and specified.

MATERIAL LIST: CBF will identify specific materials that cannot be used in the designed final products, such as PVC, before signing the contract in order to comply with the Living Building Challenge criteria. In addition, the fabrication and finishes of these signs should be able to withstand harsh weather conditions, sun, sand, salt, hurricane winds and flooding in an extreme marine environment. Bidder must verify existing signs on site to ensure consistency in finish, material, color, and typeface are consistent with existing items featured on the Brock Campus.